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About This Game

Grab whatever you can find,kill whoever you can see. Clenching your weapon and light could help you survive in the waste
subway station in Tokyo. Immerse your soul in the darkness,and good luck...…
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Title: Fastigium
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
ifgames studio
Publisher:
ifgames studio
Release Date: 17 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 8

Processor: Intel i7-4770

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 980

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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I spawned in with my head partially submerged into the floor with absolutely nothing anywhere exept for what appeared to be a
bloated cactus I could punch. Also my hands in VR were on backwards.. floor is a thing. its a fun game, great for people who
know a bit about the basic vive controls, and yes the game is dark but i think it adds to the fact youre in a subway with nothing
but a flashlight and some guns.
Cons: it dosnt hold your hand at all its a trial by fire. Okay, stop me if you've heard this one about 50 times before: Too-dark,
wave shooter, zombies...

*[sigh]* Yeah, me too.. I could not get past the controls. Dropping everything, as you have to continuously grip the controller to
hold onto items. Also, the game is too dark. You have to have the flashlight to see.. I liked the atmosphere but requiring to
actively hold on to the weapon is ridiculous. I kept dropping my gun, this made the game unplayable.. It'S too dark in the game,
even with a flashlight you see almost nothing. When the flashlight fall on the gound, you have no chance to find it, and the time
you need to looking for the flashlight is important to choose the weapon. So, pls, make it brighter, so I can see the enemies and
the waepons.

The game is good, especially for free. A similar game is the brookshaven experiment, this is more balanced then this, but not for
free to play. I like Fastigium because it has a variation of short distance weapons. (Bat, Samurai Sword, Wrench...)
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I could not get past the controls. Dropping everything, as you have to continuously grip the controller to hold onto items. Also,
the game is too dark. You have to have the flashlight to see.. Wanted to like it, but having to constantly hold a button to keep
your gun in your hand is a pain, and it's just way too dark to see anything, I know it's horror, but when you just can't see what
you're shooting at it takes away the enjoyment. Some decent scares however.. Short but FUN!

I scored 3200 in 2nd try, shows that i am rank 1.

For those spawining under the floor or oculus users find the .exe file right click and set compatibility to run with windows7,click
save and start the game, u should be spawned normal now.. Why don't I recommend this game? It's free... well even though it's
free it's still annoying to play. I mean if you want to look around and shoot stuff I'd actually recommend you pay for something
rather than play this free thing.. My specs: GTX 1070/FX8320/16 Gigs RAM/HTC VIVE

Note: I thought this was a free-roam wave type game at first (hope the final product is). If it was I would have thought much
higher of the game. Overall for a wave type game demo it is fine but not much replayability about it as it is dark and you can't
really see the monsters so for me it would get boring fast. Very dark environments in VR unless it is a puzzle/adventure/escape
game doesn't suit me anymore as it is not pleasant on the eyes. If the final game cycles through light and dark maps that would
be good like Arizona Sunshine did. In Fastigium you can use anything lying around (bat, wrench, guns,etc.) to use against the
monsters. Right now the guns reload if you wait a few seconds. The melee weapons are very effective. If you choose to hold a
light in one hand you will be at a great disadvantage when the waves get rediculous because you will need both arms shooting or
swinging. There were two things that annoyed me: grip holding the items (hurts the hands on some of us older folk) and the
angle of the guns (need to add option to adjust the gun angles). The graphics were fine but I could not really enjoy them like I
would have liked as it was so very dark. Dark doesn't really scare me and I know why it is tempting to always use dark to make
something scary. A good eary atmosphere would do more to chill me though. Like if they had just low lighting where you can
see everything even in sillouette and maybe have steam coming out of some pipes and mist on the ground instead of just making
it dark, your feet in sewage water, etc. Dark= dull to me. I want to see detail and it looks like this has it but can't be truly
enjoyed. The tags say adventure and rpg so maybe there will be more to the finished product. The game is free and worth a few
play throughs or more if that is your thing. I have very high expectations for VR games after 8 months of treading the beginners
store so maybe I am complaining more than I should but I have preferences now and will have to express them. Good graphics
in games are my thing so I like the potential in this game. I hope it becomes much more than just a wave shooter. Free roaming
co-op would be ideal. Get it and have fun.

Video below after processing:

https://youtu.be/sGuDS0Zgy8c
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